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Executive summary
The Working Group on the Application of Genetics in Fisheries and Aquaculture
(WGAGFA) convened at the Pôle Numérique Brest Iroise (PNBI, Université Bretagne
Loire) in Plouzané, Brest, France, 15–17 May 2018. The meeting was hosted by Pierre
Boudry (LEMAR, Ifremer) and Grégory Charrier (LEMAR UBO) and was attended by 24
participants from 11 countries.
The ToRs are highly relevant to current challenges inherent to the management and conservation of marine living resources (ToR A, C, D) and the benefit to the aquaculture
industry (ToR B). All ToRs do not only consider state-of-the-art science but also strive to
maximise impact through peer-reviewed publications and active engagement with
stakeholders.
The WGAGFA members reflected on state-of-the-art of genetic and genomic approaches
for quantifying indirect genetics of salmon aquaculture on wild salmon populations (ToR
A). The magnitude of escape events of farmed Atlantic salmon raise concern about indirect genetic interactions between wild Atlantic salmon and escaped domestic individuals,
that could lead to significant loss of fitness of wild salmon populations. An understanding of indirect genetic effects will inform policy related to the sustainable aquaculture.
Different forms of indirect genetic effects are discussed. A literature review suggests that
ecological interactions resulting from aquaculture can result in significant genetic change
in wild salmon populations and other species and that novel genetic and genomic approaches can help to quantify impacts. Future work will scrutinize the power of novel
approaches to detect changes in genetic diversity and character over time.
Genomic selection (GS), a genetic marker-assisted selection method, applied for many
terrestrial farmed species, is discussed for aquaculture species in ToR B. GS can efficiently support breeding strategies in aquaculture. The approach is described and advantages
as well as limitations are delineated. In summary GS will enhance the rate of genetic gain
and GS information may also facilitate the discovery of genomic regions that contribute
to the genetic variation of complex traits. Importantly, challenges of the approach for
different species and breeding programmes have considered. The main practical concern
GS in aquaculture it is whether it is a cost-effective selection strategy. Advances in genomic methodologies accompanied by reduced costs for analyses are enabling the increased use of GS in aquaculture. This will be monitored and discussed in future work,
along with recommendations its introduction in aquaculture activities.
The reduction of discards is a high priority on fishery policy agendas worldwide, but
legislation tends to be difficult to implement. The WGAGFA discussed how genetic approaches could help to facilitate discard avoidance strategies with a focus on the EU
landing obligation but by also tapping into experiences and practices from ICES Member
States in general (ToR C). It is important to enable the industry to comply with established rules and to ensure that efficient monitoring, control and enforcement measures
are in place. Through literature and discussion with experts, reasons for discarding and
non-compliance strategies are depicted and genetic applications delineated that can help
to support efforts against discards. This compilation of information and an analysis will
be exposed to interested parties and a stakeholder consultation workshop in year 2 is
proposed (see recommendations) to ensure that ToR C will address the most crucial is-
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sues of interest to policy makers and stakeholders charged to ensure the implementation
and compliance of the landing obligation.
The field of environmental DNA (eDNA) is quickly evolving, and raises high interest in
the scientific, marine management and policy world. As this bears great opportunities
but also the risk of exaggerated expectations, a critical review of the field with the aim to
ultimately produce a non-technical advice summary for decision makers was deemed
important (ToR D). An evidence synthesis with emphasis on the identification of areas in
which eDNA tools are already available and used and which might be valuable to fishery, aquaculture, and ecosystem monitoring was focussed on. An online reference database was created containing the electronic versions of relevant literature, which will be
regularly updated and freely shared with interested parties. In summary the synthesis
led to the conclusion that eDNA can be used to detect the presence of targeted species
and/or to produce an ecosystem biodiversity inventory. In fact, eDNA is already used to
aid fisheries management marine ecosystem monitoring and a number of areas where the
approach provides invaluable insight in specific situations are delineated. However, challenges with respect to the feasibility and robustness of eDNA analysis persist and need to
be tackled. Complied information and material will be incorporated into an evidence
synthesis paper and a non-technical review topic sheet to be produced in year 3.
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Administrative details
Working Group name

Working Group on Application of Genetics in Fisheries and Aquaculture (WGAGFA)
Year of Appointment within current cycle

2018
Reporting year within current cycle (1, 2 or 3)
1
Chair(s)

Jann Th. Martinsohn, European Commission
Meeting dates

15–17 May 2018
Meeting venue

Brest, France

2

Terms of Reference a) – z)
ToR a - Review and report on genetic and genomic approaches for quantifying indirect
genetics of salmon aquaculture on wild salmon populations
Duration: 3 years.
Deliverables: Review paper and metrics for measures of indirect genetic impacts.
Rational: See Annex.

ToR b - Review and report on principles of and prospects for genomic selection applied
to aquaculture species
Duration: 2–3 years.
Deliverables: (a) Review Paper; (b) Sea-Food Production Brief; (c) Publication.
Rational: See Annex.

ToR c - Assess and report on the value of genetic and genomic tools for identifying species in mixed landings, fish products and by-products.
Duration: 3 years.
Deliverables: a) Review Paper; b) ICES Viewpoint.
Rational: See Annex.

ToR d - eDNA in Fisheries Management and Ecosystem Monitoring
Duration: 3 years.
Deliverables: (a) Review paper; (b) Non-technical review topic sheet.
Rational: See Annex.
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Summary of Work plan
Year 1
ToR a) Review the literature on indirect genetic interactions among aquaculture salmon and wild
populations.
ToR b) Review of the basic principles of genomic selection and the key steps of its implementation
in breeding programs, focus on current progresses and prospects for aquaculture species and propose recommendations to facilitate its future developments in these species.
ToR c) Review the legal framework and supporting information, such as reports on the Landing
Obligation by the Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for Fisheries (STECF); identify the
stakeholders; develop a work flow chart to work up mixed species samples, with decision points;
develop theoretical scenarios/cases where genetic testing would be helpful and how the implications would be for a given outcome.
ToR d) Review of the literature on the use of eDNA in the aquatic environment. Together with an
overview of the field, particular focus will be to identify where eDNA techniques have/are being
used at present in the marine environment and on other techniques used in freshwater that may be
utilised in the marine sphere. Produce a glossary or commonly used terms in the field.
Year 2
ToR a) Identify approaches to quantify indirect genetic impacts and explore their sensitivity and
power.
ToR b) Develop cases where genomic selection would be helpful and how its implementation
would benefit selective breeding programs.
ToR c) Real-life scenario test based on developed work flow chart (from year 1) using real product
samples; report results and discuss; report on feasibility and cost issues; recommendations to adjust
methods/work flow developed in year 1 if needed.
ToR d) Continuation of the literature review and identification of key studies describing the use of
eDNA in the marine environment where the techniques used have significant potential for novel
species and/or situations. Produce a flowchart of the critical steps needed from sampling to biodiversity assessment. Start to formulate review paper manuscript.
Year 3
ToR a) Complete review paper, and develop recommendations.
ToR b) Develop a knowledge transfer plan; industry briefs; publication; implications, advice and
final recommendations.
ToR c) Develop a knowledge transfer plan; topic summaries; publication; implications and recommendations.
ToR d) Finalise and update review: detail key studies, identify areas where novel techniques show
particular promise, and identify problematic areas requiring future research. Finish review paper
and non-technical review topic sheet.
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List of Outcomes and Achievements of the WG in this delivery
period

ToR A: Genetic and genomic approaches for quantifying indirect genetics of salmon aquaculture on wild salmon populations
•

Review paper assessing the occurrence and magnitude of indirect impacts of
salmon on wild populations - ongoing

•

Recommendations on metrics for assessing indirect genetic impacts and assessment of their respective power – ongoing

ToR B: Genomic selection applied to aquaculture species
•

Review of the basic principles of genomic selection. -ongoing

•

Online database of literature relating to genomic selection in aquaculture. - ongoing

ToR C: Assess and report on the value of genetic and genomic tools for identifying species in mixed landings, fish products and by-products.
•

Review the legal framework and supporting information, such as reports on the
Landing Obligation by the Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for
Fisheries (STECF). - Ongoing.

•

Identify the stakeholders; develop theoretical scenarios/cases where genetic testing would be helpful and how the implications would be for a given outcome. –
Ongoing.

5

Progress report on ToRs and workplan

5.1

ToR A: Genetic and genomic approaches for quantifying indirect genetics
of salmon aquaculture on wild salmon populations

Contributors: Ian Bradbury, John Gilbey, Mark Coulson, Ingrid Burgetz, Paulo Prodohl, Phil McGinnity

The Atlantic salmon, Salmo salar, is of considerable socioeconomic value in culture, and
the process of domestication has resulted in significant phenotypic (i.e., physiological,
Handeland et al. (2003); behavioural, Fleming et al. (1996); morphological, Fleming, Jonsson, and Gross (1994)), and genetic-based (Cross and King (1983); Karlsson et al. (2011))
differences from wild populations. Escape events from Atlantic salmon net-pen aquaculture are a regular occurrence (Keyser et al. 2018), and the number of escapees can equate
to an appreciable fraction of, or exceed wild Atlantic salmon census size (Morris et al.
2008; Skilbrei, Heino, and Svåsand 2015). There is substantial evidence that direct genetic
interactions, defined as interbreeding between wild Atlantic salmon and escaped domestic individuals occurs (Glover et al. 2017) and can alter wild salmon and reduce the long
term viability of wild populations (McGinnity et al. 2003; Bourret et al. 2011; Glover et al.
2013; Bolstad et al. 2017). However, indirect genetic interactions may also occur and are
defined as genetic changes in wild populations resulting from ecological changes that
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either (1) alter the selective landscape experienced by native fish and thus change gene
frequencies or (2) reduce their abundance resulting in a loss of genetic diversity (Figure
1). As indirect effects do not involve reproductive interactions they can impact wild populations of any native species and can arise whether domestic animals escape or remain
in containment. Despite the potential broad reaching impacts of indirect genetic interactions on wild Atlantic salmon and other species, the ability to assess their presence and
quantify their magnitude has been limited to date (Verspoor et al. 2015).
Internationally, there is continuing interest in expanding Atlantic salmon aquaculture,
and although practices to limit direct genetic interactions have been implemented in
many areas through the use of triploids (Verspoor et al. 2015), exotic species, and improvement in containment strategies, these do not prevent indirect genetic effects. Currently, a large expansion in the production of cultured salmon has been approved in
North America, involving the production of 7 million triploid Norwegian salmon annually (DFO 2016). While the use of all female triploid salmon will reduce the likelihood of
direct genetic interactions, the actual magnitude of direct and indirect genetic interactions from this planned expansion remains unknown (Verspoor et al. 2015). In Iceland
there is a similar significant expansion of the industry underway (MAST 2017), also including sterile triploid Atlantic salmon (Ramsden 2018). Similarly, in other species such
as brown trout or Pacific salmon species, indirect genetic interactions with Atlantic salmon aquaculture remain an ongoing concern (e.g., Coughlan et al. 2006; Ford and Myers
2008). Improved understanding of the indirect genetic effects, i.e., those less obvious impacts, from aquaculture will help to inform regulatory and policy decisions related to the
long-term sustainability of the industry. The overall goals of this review are to (1) highlight the potential for indirect genetic interactions associated with Atlantic salmon netpen aquaculture through a review of examples of changes in abundance or the environment experienced by wild populations, and (2) discuss the opportunity recent advances
in population genomic approaches present for the assessment of these indirect genetic
impacts.
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Farm escapees and the progeny of farm escapees represent substantial change to the environment (Garcia de Leaniz, 2008) and thus the adaptive landscape, and hence are likely
to modify future evolutionary trajectories
of wild populations. Furthermore, it might
be expected that adjustments to a new
adaptive landscape will be consistent with
reductions in productivity predicted by
theoretical
demographic-evolutionary
models (Burger & Lynch 1995; Gomulkiewicz & Holt 1995; Kirkpatrick &
Barton 1997). Evidence of indirect genetic
changes in natural salmonid populations
resulting from salmon farming is fairly
sparse; more information exists on pathogen or parasite transmission, less so on
changes mediated through ecological interactions. Those studies address genetic
Figure 1. Overview of indirect and direct genetic interacchanges in naïve populations through
tions of escaped farmed fish with wild populations.
disease transmission, the potential for
Verspoor et al. (2015).
recovery of disease resistance through
natural selection, observations on genetic changes in co-occurring congener species, and
impacts of farming of non-native species in increasingly remote, including oceanic scale,
trans-locations, for example the farming of European origin salmon on both east and
west coasts of North America.
Indirect genetic changes on naïve populations through pathogen and parasite introduction and transmission. The introduction of parasites or pathogens from the use of
salmon from a different region has previously occurred, and while practices and regulations have changed, the impact from the introduction of parasites and pathogens is still
of concern. Historically in Norway, the first appearance of Gyrodactylus salaris and Aeromonas salmonicida has been linked to the introduction of salmon from other regions,
which has led to high levels of mortality among wild stocks (Johnsen and Jensen 1991;
Bakke and Harris 1998). Pathogen transmission may both impose selection and reduce
overall genetic diversity. de Eyto et al. (2007) and de Eyto et al. (2011) transferred progeny of Atlantic salmon from a river without previous exposure to aquaculture to one with
a long history of associated farming and captive breeding that was expected to have acquired a novel micro and macro-parasitic community. This experimental design was a
way of exposing animals to novel disease challenges associated with escapes or introductions. By comparing observed and expected genotype frequencies at MH class II alpha
locus and control micro-satellite loci at parr and migrant stages in the wild, it was concluded that genetic change had occurred, and that selection was a result of diseasemediated natural selection, rather than any demographic event. The effect of an increase
in naturally occurring parasite populations, such as sea lice (Lepeophtheirus salmonis) that
infest culture salmon on wild populations may also result in an indirect genetic effects.
Declines in wild stocks from sea lice in farm intensive areas have been documented in
Ireland, Scotland & Norway. Thorstad and Finstad (2018) summarised sea lice impacts on
wild stocks, documenting 12–29% fewer returning adult spawners due to lice induced
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mortality from fish farms. In the most extreme case documented to date, Shephard and
Gargan (2017) suggested that 1 SW returns on the River Erriff were >50% lower in years
following high lice levels on nearby farms. This increased mortality was on top of the
increased mortality due to poorer marine survival. It has also been suggested that these
estimates of, lice-induced mortality among salmon should be considered as minimum
estimates for sea trout, which remain in more coastal areas, thus increasing their exposure (Thorstad and Finstad 2018). While there are no studies to date relating changes in
genetic diversity due to disease-related effects from farms, it is expected that in some
cases, depending on populations size, that increased lice levels could result in too few
spawners to reach conservation limits and loss of genetic diversity.
Indirect genetic effects through predation. Increased predation associated with salmon
aquaculture activities could impose both selective mortality and declines in abundance.
For example, Kennedy and Greer (1988) reported heavy predation on hatchery smolts
and wild salmon and brown trout from the river Bush in Northern Ireland by the cormorant Phalacrocorax carbo, suggesting a link between the release of captive bred smolts (a
possible proxy for farm escapes), the attraction of increased numbers of these predatory
birds to the river and increased predation on river’s wild salmon and brown trout.
Indirect genetic effects through competitive interactions. Indirect genetic effects have
also been suggested via evidence for competitive interactions among farm and wild
salmon. For example, Fleming et al. (2000) released sexually mature farm and wild salmon into the River Imsa. Despite the farm fish achieving less than 1/3 of the breeding success compared to wild fish, there was evidence of resource competition and competitive
displacement as the productivity of the wild fish was depressed by more than 30%. They
concluded that such invasions have the potential for impacting wild population productivity both via changes to locally adaptive traits as well as reducing genetic diversity.
Skaala et al. (2012) documented similar effects in a natural system in Norway comparing
the performance of farm, wild and hybrid salmon and suggest that overlap in diets and
competitions can impact wild productivity.
Indirect genetic effects on local congeners. Diseases, introduced or increased in incidence by salmon aquaculture activities, have an impact on co-occurring wild sea trout
(Salmo trutta L.), as implied by the steep decline in sea trout numbers in many Irish, Scottish, and Norwegian rivers since the late 1980s, which in some cases may be linked to sea
lice infestations associated with marine salmonid farming. A study by Coughlan et al.
(2006) in some Irish rivers suggested that salmon farming and ocean ranching could indirectly affect, most likely mediated by disease, the genetics of cohabiting sea trout by reducing variability at major histocompatibility class I genes. A significant decline in allelic
richness and gene diversity at the Satr-UBA marker locus, observed since aquaculture
started and which may indicate a selective response, was not reflected by similar reductions at neutral loci. Subsequent recovery of variability at the Satr-UBA marker, seen
among later samples, may reflect an increased contribution by resident brown trout to
the remaining sea trout stock.
Genetic and Genomic Methods. The utility of genetic and genomic tools to resolve indirect genetic interactions will depend on the route and genomic scale of impact. For example, in the context of impacts due to selective landscape and ecological changes,
genomic change could be associated with single genes, or many genes (i.e., polygenic).
Genetic and genomic tools are increasingly being used to quantify the magnitude of nat-
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ural selection in the wild (Vitti, Grossman, and Sabeti 2013). One of the best approaches
to quantify the presence of selection associated with indirect interactions would be the
comparison of representative pre- and post-impact genetic samples in the absence of
hybridization. For time series analysis of changes in allele frequency associated with
selection, several tests have been recently proposed using bi-allelic loci including the
empirical likelihood ratio test (ELRT), and the frequency increment test (FIT); (Feder,
Kryazhimskiy, and Plotkin 2014). In the absence of pre-impact samples, traditional tests
for the presence of outliers (e.g., Foll and Gaggiotti 2008; Luu, Bazin, and Blum 2016) or
selective sweeps (e.g., Nielsen et al. 2005) may be applied using genome wide polymorphism data though the ability to attribute a given impact with these loci may be problematic. In the context resolving a loss of diversity due to demographic declines
associated with indirect genetic impacts, genomic approaches can be applied to quantify
genome wide trends in diversity over time or estimate trends in the effective population
size (Waples and Do 2010). Large genomic datasets offer new opportunities for enhanced
estimates of effective population size (Waples, Larson, and Waples 2016) as well as retrospective estimates of changes in effective population size over time (e.g., Hollenbeck,
Portnoy, and Gold 2016). Again, in the absence of pre-impact samples for comparison, it
may be difficult to attribute observed genetic changes to indirect interactions with high
certainty.
Summary and Next Steps: Ultimately, the relative importance of direct and indirect genetic interactions between domestic individuals and wild populations remains largely
unresolved. Nonetheless, our review of the literature here suggests that ecological interactions resulting from salmon aquaculture can result in significant genetic change in wild
salmon populations as well as other species. Recent advances in genetic and genomic
methods present new opportunities for quantifying these impacts but careful experimental design and pre-impact comparisons are often needed to accurately attribute genetic change to indirect genetic interactions with salmon aquaculture activities. Future
work should explore the sensitivities and power of these approaches to detect changes in
genetic diversity and character over time.
References: see Annex 3

5.2

ToR B: Genomic selection applied to aquaculture species
Contributors: Pierre Boudry, Federico Calboli, Daria Zelenina, Kristen Gruenthal, François Allal, Marc
Vandeputte

Introduction

Genomic selection (GS), first published in 2001 [1], is a marker-assisted selection (MAS)
method dedicated to improve quantitative traits. GS is now successively implemented in
an increasing number of terrestrial farmed species, in particular dairy cattle [2] and
plants [3,4], resulting in an increase in prediction accuracy and of subsequent genetic
gain.
Unlike QTL-based MAS, where the genetic fraction explained by each QTL is first tested
for its statistical significance, GS omits significance testing and estimates the effect of all
markers simultaneously through a prediction equation. GS aims to predict the breeding
value of individuals based on their genotype at a very large number of markers spread
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over the genome; it is most commonly performed using SNP arrays. GS consists in two
steps. The prediction equation is first established in a training population in which individuals are phenotyped and genotyped. The number of markers being much higher than
the number of individuals, classical statistics cannot be applied, and the use of alternative
methods is required [5]: GBLUP - an extension of polygenic BLUP, where all markers
have the same weight - or Bayesian estimates, which allows variance of allelic effects of
each marker and assumes that only a small number of them have a non-zero effect. Once
the prediction equation is established, breeding candidates can then be selected on the
basis of their estimated genomic value with or without phenotyping (e.g. destructive
traits). GS is of particular interest in the case of lethal traits (i.e. traits that cannot be recorded on live individuals; e.g. disease and parasite resistance, thermal and salinity tolerance), where phenotypes are recorded on relatives of the candidate breeders. It is more
efficient than “sib selection”, which is classically used in such cases, because sib selection
gives the same breeding value to all animals in a family, while GS allows the identification of the best candidates within each family.
In terms of its limitations, GS is very demanding in terms of number of individuals genotyped and the number of markers employed. Its potential is likely to vary according to
the life cycle characteristics of each species and the ability of breeding companies to invest in sophisticated and potentially resource-intensive (e.g. funding, infrastructure, and
expertise) selection programs.
Genotyping technology: practical information and needed investments

GS requires the availability of genome-wide SNP datasets. A number of aquaculture
species already have commercially-available SNP arrays (see annex 3). In addition, SNP
panels can be produced de novo by reduced-representation Next Generation Sequencing
(NGS) approaches, such as restriction site-associated DNA (RAD) sequencing or genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) [6]. NGS can identify thousands of SNPs that provide a
genome-wide coverage. If a large population or set of populations of a target species is
genotyped, NGS could be used to develop a rich genome-wide SNP panel, which may
capture the effects of a large number of genes (mostly due to linkage). Moreover, developing SNPs and subsequent SNP panels on the targeted population(s) helps to minimize
both ascertainment bias and the number of potentially uninformative markers. The limitations of NGS are, however, first and foremost, that training and breeding populations
should be genotyped together to have the best opportunity to discover the maximum
number of shared markers. In addition, the initial NGS output is very dependent on the
quality of the template DNA and of the amplification of the fragments; therefore, it may
yield substantially fewer high-quality, reliable SNPs compared to a commercial SNP array. Initial development of a genome-wide array of highly-polymorphic, robust SNPs
can be costly and time consuming, but such an array might quickly prove cost-effective
compared to NGS SNP discovery approaches because it provides a standardized genotyping platform.
Genetic maps and reference genomes are not strictly needed for the use of GS, but they
can provide greater understanding of the distribution of markers around the genome and
whether any areas of the genome are underrepresented or not uniformly covered. In
particular, genomic maps are not needed for the GBLUP approach, although they are
useful in Bayesian approaches that identify markers close to genes relevant in the selec-
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tion process. The creation of genetic maps and reference genomes is a relatively costly
and time consuming enterprise, however, and cost/benefit analysis might not support the
investment of resources.
Specificities of aquaculture species with regards of GS

The overall consensus is that GS will enhance the rate of genetic gain both by increasing
the accuracy for genetic value predictions and shortening generation intervals. Resulting
GS information may also facilitate the discovery of genomic regions that contribute to the
underlying genetic variation of complex traits. While the benefits of GS are undeniable, it
is also important to consider and to evaluate potential challenges and pitfalls of the approach for different species and distinct breeding programmes [7].
GS developments in aquaculture species have been recently reviewed [8–10]. The main
practical concern for the use of GS in aquaculture it is whether GS is a cost-effective selection strategy compared to individual selection, which is still widely used, or pedigreebased methods. As noted above, using commercial SNP arrays or developing ‘de novo’
SNP arrays and producing training and breeding populations can be expensive. Despite
these potential financial costs, GS has shown to be both effective and cost-effective in
many common livestock species, especially those species that are costly to breed and/or
phenotype or where a commercially-valuable trait (for instance, milk production) expressed by only one sex is actually influenced by the genetics of both parents. Yet, considerations for the use of GS for dairy cattle and other terrestrial livestock or agricultural
crops are necessarily different from those required for aquaculture (see [7] for a review),
given obvious differences in life histories (e.g. generation time, fecundity, prior pedigree
information, age at commercial size relative to puberty, sex-reversal...).
In aquaculture, selection programmes have only been limited to a few species, such as
salmonids, shrimps, tilapia, carp, seabream, seabass, oysters, scallops, catfish, and moronids. Many of these programs started with simple mass selection for growth and appearance, but an increasing number now use family information to improve genetic gain
and enable selection on traits not easily measured on breeding candidates (e.g. disease
resistance, processing yields, flesh quality). However, when information from siblings is
used to select candidates on such traits, within-family variance is not exploited, and this
limits the potential genetic gain. Thus, the use of GS could be especially beneficial for
improving these highly-desirable traits. Of particular relevance to aquaculture is that GS
may be used to overcome problems related to a lack of pedigree information and inbreeding, two of the main hindrances linked to traditional selection programmes in finfish and shellfish. Luckily, in many new and developing breeding programs, pedigree
information can be or has been reconstructed through microsatellite and/or SNP genotyping. Because the infrastructure for DNA collection and fish individual tagging is already
available, these programs are good candidates for easier implementation of GS.
Moreover, in comparison to selective breeding programmes for terrestrial species, the use
of GS in both finfish and shellfish has also been limited by the lack of dense marker maps
and/or high-throughput genotyping platforms. These circumstances, however, are beginning to change as advances in genomic methodologies accompanied by reduced costs
for analyses are enabling the increased use of GS in aquaculture. Results from recent
empirical GS studies in farmed aquatic species are confirming those from early simulations and suggest an increase in the accuracy of selection for both continuous and cate-
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gorical traits [11–14]. In addition to facilitating the increase of genetic gains, GS can also
be used to introgress advantageous genes into a potential target population. For instance,
[15] demonstrated that simulated backcross breeding programmes using GS provided a
faster approach to developing a disease-resistant line of commercial value.
Other points for consideration are (1) the large variety of species / numerous “minor”
species / high selection intensities possible / recent domestication and breeding (potential
of classical breeding) , (2) the short generation time (not necessarily compared to poultry
and pigs, but most traits are recorded before maturity, so GS cannot shorten generation
time), (3) the high fecundity of aquaculture species and (4) the low individual value of
breeders.
References: see Annex 3

5.3

ToR C: Assess and report on the value of genetic and genomic tools for
identifying species in mixed landings, fish products and by-products

Contributors: Claudia Junge, Jann Th. Martinsohn, Sara Vandamme, Gonçalo Silva, Torild Johansen,
Geir Dahle, Rita Castilho, Antonella Zanzi, Steven Holmes, Gary Carvalho, Grégory Charrier, Ilaria
Coscia, Federico Calboli, William Handal, Joana Robalo, Nils Chr. Stenseth

In this first year of the ToR we have identified the legal framework and supporting information as well as the possible genetic tools and applications. There already exist several examples of applications, which can be found in the Annex 3.
Rationale

Discarding is the practice of returning unwanted catches to sea, either dead or alive, because they are undersized, due to market demand, because the fisherman has no quota,
or because catch composition rules impose it. Discarding is a major contributor to overexploitation. Estimates for the impact of such actions vary from local, where discards
may account for up to 80% of the catch (Guillen et al., 2018), to global of up to around 30
million tons, representing 23% of global catches (Nellemann et al., 2009), for a global review of discards see (Zeller et al., 2018).
Under the remit of the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP), the 28 Member States of the European Union (EU) strive to eradicate the wasteful practice of discarding unwanted
catches at sea. This fisheries management objective, already pursued by some countries,
such as Norway, Iceland, Chile and New Zealand [see ToR C ANNEX_3.1], should be
especially supported by technical measures that lead to improvement in fishing selectivity. It is generally acknowledged that the implementation of the EU Landing Obligation
(LO; in phases from 2015 to 2019) is a highly challenging and complex endeavour, and
there is a need to ensure monitoring and control. However, the complexity inherent to
present fishing practices confronts both the industry and authorities that are mandated
with monitoring and control with unprecedented challenges. Consequently, the fishing
industry should be supported in every way to be able to implement the LO, and efficient
monitoring and control measures must be developed and applied. Monitoring is needed
because non-compliance and infringements are a serious possibility, leading to unfair
and distorted fishing practices, and undermining the objectives of the LO. A monitoring
example could be species substitution identification: how can it be assured that no pro-
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tected species have been landed with legal catch, or that undersized fish are in fact the
officially reported species, considering that in both cases the landed biomass tends to be
immediately processed for products that are not for direct human consumption? The
species composition of processed mixed species fisheries products is extremely difficult
to discern, especially when considering products like fish oil and gelatine. In these situations the recent progresses in genetic and genomic technology and analyis offer the best
opportunities to address these issues.
Reasons for discard, circumvention strategies and the role of genetics

Discarding occurs for both legal and economic reasons (see (Guillen et al., 2018)). ToR C
ANNEX_3.2 summarises those reasons and the underlying problems leading to the current discard of catches. In addition it highlights potential strategies to comply with the
EU Landing Obligation but also strategies used to circumvent economic disadvantage,
i.e. “strategies to cheat”, which involve mislabelling of some sort, including false declaration of species identification and origin of catch. In the following we clarify and define
DNA-analytical applications and applications for identification of species and origin to
enable a discussion on needs arising for the implemnation of the Landing Obligation and
the potential value of DNA-based analysis to tackle those needs.
Genetic tools and applications

1. Tools
o DNA extraction
 The ability to extract and purify DNA is the key starting point for a variety
of downstream molecular procedures.
 DNA can be extracted from a variety of materials including muscle and fin
tissue, blood, slime, and other bodily fluids, as well as from processed products like food products, pellets, and oil, and environmental samples.
 DNA extraction processes require careful handling of biological material to
prevent sample contamination and crossover.
o DNA barcoding and DNA meta-barcoding
 It is possible to correctly identify most fish species with genetic methods by
sequencing DNA fragments using universal primers, based on mitochondrial (e.g. Cytochrome Oxidase I, Cytochrome b) or nuclear markers (e.g. 18S
rDNA), and comparing them with available genetic databases (Genbank:
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov,
BOLD:
www.barcodeoflife.org,
EMBL-EBI:
www.ebi.ac.uk/ena). This approach is referred to as "genetic barcoding".
This approach takes advantage of a large species database and the availability of off-the-shelf kits.
 DNA metabarcoding combines this classic barcoding with next-generation
sequencing (NGS) approaches (e.g., Illumina and IonTorrent sequencing
platforms).
o qPCR
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 Real-time PCR or qPCR (quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction) is a technique that allows identification and quantification of individual species or a
group of species DNA, in a sample in which the amplification of DNA in a
PCR is monitored in real-time, as the reaction progresses.
o Microsatellite and SNP genotyping
 Microsatellites consist of highly variables stretches of repeated elements,
while nuclear SNPs are sites in the genome with single base changes in a
DNA sequence. SNPs are very abundant and widespread in most genomes,
often every 200–500 bp.
 The rapid progress of DNA analysis technologies will have significant effects on the development of population analysis and traceability tools relevant to implementation of the landing obligation. High throughput
sequencing has declined dramatically in cost, while speed and quality of
analysis has increased by orders of magnitude, allowing high throughput
analysis of individuals.
2. Applications for identification of species and origin (for examples see Annex 3)
o Species ID confirmation on whole fish (e.g. without head, fins, etc.) or filet
 The correct identification of commercial fish species is challenging in many
cases by conventional methods since common practices include animals
dismantled on board, keeping only parts of the animal such as fillets, gill
plates and fins. DNA barcoding fish parts/whole individuals to correctly assign them to a taxonomic category can therefore be particularly useful, e.g.
to avoid trade of endangered species (Steinke et al., 2017) or to identify cryptic species with different conservation status (e.g. (Castilho et al., 2007).
o Highly processed mixed products: Species composition
 Analysing highly processed samples is more difficult due to typically small
amounts of DNA which can also be highly degraded, making DNA extraction as well as amplification more challenging. Annex 3 provides an overview of processed products, the genetic analysis opportunities including
studies where they have been successfully used, as well as prospects which
should be investigated further to evaluate their applicability to highly processed fish products.
 Nothing has been done so far on fish oil. However, molecular approaches
have been developed to ensure the traceability on other oil products, such as
olive oil, for at least a decade (e.g.
researchgate project:
https://bit.ly/2LahlDm). For instance, a recent article reports the development of a genetic database to allow the use microsatellite-based approaches
for the traceability of olive oil (Ben Ayed et al. 2016). The applicability of
such approaches on fish oil should be investigated.
o Catch composition in mixed fisheries or with respect to bycatch
 Accurately assessing the catch composition is crucial for the management of
mixed fisheries. However, this task is very challenging when catches include
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species that are morphologically very similar or different populations of the
same species.
 Genetic tools have proven very useful for estimating the catch composition
in several fisheries, like redfish (Sebastes sp) (Cadrin et al.; Saha et al., 2017),
cod (Gadus morhua) (Dahle et al., 2018; Johansen et al., 2017) and salmon
(Bradbury et al., 2015, 2016).
o Identification of origin
 In relation to the LO, traceability tools should be available throughout the
food supply chain from capture to a customer’s plate (from ocean to fork)
(Helyar et al., 2014; Leal et al., 2015) and should be amenable to forensic validation for use in a court of law if required. While there have been a plethora
of genetic tools for identifying and monitoring the identity of fish stocks
(Hauser Lorenz and Carvalho Gary R, 2008), the most informative and objective contemporary approach that is amenable to high throughput costeffective analysis is the use of “SNPs”.
Summary and Outlook

We identified issues related to the implementation of the landing obligation and respective situations in which genetic methods could aid monitoring as well as control. We
documented case studies where genetic methods have successfully been used to aid
management with respect to species and stock identification based on whole fish, filets
and processed products. After identifying the stakeholders, we propose to hold a stakeholder consultation workshop in year 2 (see recommendations) to ensure that we are
addressing the most crucial issues of interest to policy makers charged to ensure implementation and compliance of the landing obligation.
References: see Annex 3

5.4

ToR D: eDNA in Fisheries Management and Ecosystem Monitoring
Contributors: John Gilbey, Pierre Boudry, Ian Bradbury, Ingrid Burgetz, Frederico Calboli, Gary Car-

valho, Rita Castilho, Grégory Charrier, Ilaria Coscia, Mark Coulson, Geir Dahle, Torild Johansen, Claudia Junge, Jann Martinsohn, Philip McGinnity, Paulo Prodohl, Joana Robalo, Naiara RodríguezEzpeleta, Goncalo Silva, Daria Zelenina
Rational

Recent rapid developments in the field of environmental DNA (eDNA) means it is timely
to review the state of the art in the field. Managers and policy-makers see such developments and are very interested in how this new tool can be applied to management and
monitoring of the marine environment. The ToR seeks to critically analyse the field and
at the same time produce a non-technical advice summary for decision makers.
eDNA can be defined as a complex mixture of extra organismal DNA originating from
faeces, mucus, gametes, shed skin/cells/scales and carcasses and found in an environmental sample such as soil, seawater, or even air (Ficetola et al., 2008). Alternatively, environmental DNA can also be defined from a different perspective where it corresponds to
any DNA extracted from an environmental sample, including whole organisms (e.g. al-
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gae, bacteria, micro-invertebrates). In this case, eDNA would include both extra organismal DNA but also DNA from organisms collected within the environmental sample
(Levy-Booth et al., 2007; Pietramellara et al., 2009). In the current overview, we shall adopt
the latter of these descriptions and will critically review the application of techniques
utilizing sources of eDNA for both fishery management, aquaculture monitoring and
ecosystem surveillance purposes, as eDNA from both origins has the potential to provide
useful tools in these situations.
The focus for this ToR is to perform a high-level evidence synthesis of the field with particular emphasis on the identification of areas in which eDNA tools are already available
and being used and which might be of more general usefulness to fishery managers, aquaculture, and related ecosystem monitoring. We will identify such approaches and provide a non-technical summary of such techniques. At the same time we will describe
areas which have the potential to provide useful tools but for which further research is
required before they are available for practical use outside of research applications.
Progress made

•

Literature review

An extensive literature review was undertaken with the identification of a rapidly expanding number of papers focusing both on specific applications of the use of eDNA to
answer specific management objectives, and also on the development of the technology
and approaches. An online reference database was created which will contain PDFs of
the papers identified, and which will be freely shared with interested parties. We will
update this database through the three years of the ToR.
•

Technical approaches

eDNA can be used to detect the presence of a single or a few targeted species and/or to
produce an inventory of the biodiversity of an ecosystem.
o

o

Targeted species detection. Targeted species detection from eDNA involves the development of sets of primers explicitly designed to identify
the presence of a species, or a group of species, from a known list of
those potentially present. The eDNA is amplified through quantitative
PCR (qPCR) using those specific primers, allowing determination of
presence/absence and potential quantification of the abundance of the
species under investigation (Shaw et al., 2017). Such an approach is often
used when examining specific invasive species (e.g. Clusa et al., 2017;
Sousa et al., 2014), the presence of specific pathogens in the ecosystem
(e.g. Bass et al., 2015; Huver et al., 2015) (both for “wild” and aquaculture)
and relative quantification of specific targeted species complexes (e.g.
Davy et al., 2015; Baldigo et al., 2017).
Community Metabarcoding. Metabarcoding aims to detect all species
with a representation of their eDNA in a sample. Using this procedure,
specific regions of the genome are sequenced (e.g. 12S, Cytochrome B,
Cytochrome Oxidase, etc) with resulting unique sequences queried
against reference databases in an attempt to identify the various species
present in the sample (e.g. Peters et al., 2017; Hänfling et al., 2016). Such
an approach thus provides a powerful tool for biomonitoring as it can
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simultaneously investigate whole ecosystem communities (Stat et al.,
2017). This technique involves PCR amplification of bulk extracts of target genes (and taxa) on eDNA, combined with Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) of the resulting amplicons to provide high-throughput
information on the taxonomic diversity present (Taberlet et al., 2012).
•

Applications

Analysis of eDNA is already being used to aid management of fisheries and monitor
ecosystems (fisheries and aquaculture), and the literature review carried out together
with the expert input from the working group participants identified a number of areas
where the techniques are providing invaluable insights in specific situations, where the
tools available might prove useful for novel species and/or situations, or where significant research progress has been made in specific areas. Such applications include:
Biotic indices (e.g. within Europe, the Water Framework Directive and
the Marine Strategy Framework Directive)
phytoplankton
macroinvertebrates
fish
o Early detection of non-indigenous species, including invaders and indicators of climate change
o Early detection of parasites/pathogens
o Identification and monitoring of rare/endangered species
o Benthic monitoring of ecosystem health in relation to aquaculture sites
o Food webs (through the analysis of stomach/gut contents and faecal
analysis of fish predators such as seals and birds)
o Definition of spawning periods/areas through the analysis of shed gametes
o Analysis of by-catch from deck water
o Detection of “invisible” species (e.g. planktonic life stages)
o Monitoring of Marine Protected Areas
o





•

Challenges

Together with management situations where eDNA tools are already providing invaluable insights there are other promising areas which are under active research but where
challenges still exist before robust and user-friendly tools will become available. Such
challenges include:
o
o

o

Relative and absolute abundance. Substantial effort is being directed into
technical and statistical methods to investigate species abundance
Contamination. This represents a two-fold challenge: prevention of contamination during sampling, and checking for contamination during the
sample processing in the lab (detection of false positives by using PCR
blanks etc.)
Persistence (how long the DNA stays in the environment). A recent review by Hansen et al. (2018) addressed the possibilities and limitations
(when compared with traditional methods) of the use of eDNA for stock
assessment studies for marine fisheries. This is a particularly important
and urgent analysis because in the near future, governmental and private
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entities will have to decide whether or not use these studies as an additional approach to traditional methods, or as the unique way to assess
biodiversity (qualitatively or quantitatively). The authors identified the
following 5 major challenges:

Can we find what we are looking for?;

What is the spatial origin of the DNA?;

Relationship between eDNA and biomass/numbers;

Application to fisheries management;

Other sources of eDNA in fisheries applications
o Species-specific shedding rates (how much tissue/cells/DNA each organisms releases into the environment)
o Sampling protocols. The influence of when/where/how the sample is
taken and how often (number of replicates)
o Development of bespoke tools/technology for specific sampling situations/environments (e.g. hydrothermal vents, deep-sea)
o Databases. The development and quality control of high quality reference databases for metabarcoding
o Infective agents. Detection and particularly quantification of the abundance of infective agents (e.g. viral infections in mollusc aquaculture and
pathogens associated with fin fish farms) and the ability to identify active v inactive forms
o Standardisation and cross-laboratory calibration of procedures and protocols such that robust replication can be achieved, especially when applied in a management framework
o Novel marker development to include more groups of organisms
o Technology transfer. The transfer of techniques out of a research context
into a management tool which can be used in the field by ‘non-experts’
(e.g. https://www.smith-root.com/edna/ande).
Over the remaining period of the ToR we will continue to review the applications and
challenges associated with the approaches such that the most up to date situations will be
presented in the final text and thus be available for decision makers.
•

Glossary

WGAGFA created a glossary of technical terms relating the use of Edna, which is included in Annex 3. We will expand this glossary through the progress of this ToR with an
eventual goal of inclusion in the non-technical review topic sheet in year three.
•

Evidence synthesis paper

The outline of the evidence synthesis paper was agreed. The aims of the paper will be to
try to summarise the approaches of using eDNA in fishery management and ecosystem
monitoring (fisheries and aquaculture) contexts such that tools that are readily available
to managers are identified, and areas requiring further research outlined. The review will
seek to provide illustrations clearly outlining the sources of eDNA into the environment,
the methods to sample this material and the various techniques used in the laboratory to
analyse the DNA. We will also produce a flow-chart focused on decision makers such
that a clear decision tree will be produced showing interested parties which approaches
might be best suited to particular situations, and where in other cases particular management objectives might still not be tractable using currently available tools. In the text,
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we will expand on this and try to clearly outline the successful use of such tools, and also
the challenges still outstanding.
Summary

During the first year of this ToR we have achieved our stated aims of undertaking a literature review of the field and the production of a glossary of technical terms. We have
also defined the structure of our evidence synthesis paper and began to formulate various text and illustrations relating to this paper. These materials will also be incorporated
into the final non-technical review topic sheet to be produced in year 3.
References: see Annex 3

6

Revisions to the work plan and justification
Not applicable.

7

Next meetings
WGAGFA will meet in Ispra; Italy, on 13–17 May 2019.
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Annex 2: Recommendations
R ECOMMENDATION

1. We recommend that ICES endorses and supports a stakeholder
workshop on the value of genetic tools for supporting the European
Union Landing Obligation, convened by the Working Group on the
Application of Genetics for Fisheries and Aquaculture (WGAGFA) –
See ToR C and background below.

A DRESSED

TO

ICES Secretariat

Recommendation - Background

Topic: We recommend that ICES endorses and supports a stakeholder workshop on the
value of genetic tools for supporting the European Union Landing Obligation, convened
by the Working Group on the Application of Genetics for Fisheries and Aquaculture
(WGAGFA).
When: First Trimester 2019
Where: Brussels, BE
Duration: 1 Day
Number of contributors: 15 to max. 20.
Rational:
It is generally acknowledged that discarding is a wasteful practice, impacting the endeavour of moving towards sustainable fisheries. This is why a number of countries and
the European Union attempt to tackle the issue of discarding through dedicated fisheries
management measures. To this end, the European Union is currently implementing the
Landing Obligation. However, the complexity inherent to the present fishing practices
confronts both the industry and authorities that are mandated with monitoring and controlling with unprecedented challenges.
To support the implementation of the Landing Obligation, opportunities offered through
the recent progress in genetic and genomic technological and analytical applications
should be tapped into.
However, it is necessary to ensure a mutual understanding between scientists and endusers to identify end-user needs and to clarify which issues relevant for the Landing Obligation can be tackled and also to render limits evident.
Based on an initial assessment, carried out by the WGAGFA and first documented feedback by stakeholders, this workshop will help to clarify to what extent genetic and genomic approaches can support the Landing Obligation implementation, and which are
the necessary steps to enable a successful technology and knowledge transfer.
Deliverable:
A concise documentation of discussions and results emerging from the workshop, in a
format suitable to be further disseminated among concerned parties. This documentation
will also help to steer further activities under the remit of WGAGFA ToRc (2018–20).
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Please note: A similar workshop was held in 2007 by the European Commission in the
frame of the consultation process accompanying the Common Fisheries Policy Control
Regulation reform. – It was highly successful and contributed to the introduction of genetics under Article 13 of (Council Regulation (EC) No 1224/2009.
Envisioned participants:
ICES WGAGFA members, European Commission DG MARE, The Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, Representatives of Regional Advisory Councils (Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2017/1575).
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Annex 3: Additional information
ANNEX_3 ToR A: Review and report on genetic and genomic approaches
for quantifying indirect genetics of salmon aquaculture on wild salmon
populations

ToR a - Review and report on genetic and genomic approaches for quantifying indirect genetics of
salmon aquaculture on wild salmon populations

Duration: 3 years
Deliverables: Review paper and metrics for measures of indirect genetic impacts

There is substantial existing evidence that interbreeding between wild Atlantic salmon
and escaped domestic individuals occurs, and alters the nature and reduces the viability
of wild populations. However, indirect genetic interactions may also occur. Caged or
escaped farm fish can change the environment, so as to alter selective pressures and longterm fitness in wild populations even in the absence of direct interbreeding. This can lead
to changes in the life history traits of wild populations, decreased survival, and reductions in population size. The production of all-female sterile triploids is seen as an approach to reduce the likelihood of effects on wild fish populations. In North America a
large expansion has been approved involving the production of 7 million triploid Norwegian salmon annually. The use of triploid all female salmon is expected to reduce direct genetic interactions though the actual magnitude of direct and indirect genetic
interactions remains unknown ). This ToR will review the literature and explore the potential for genetic and genomic tools to quantify indirect interactions with wild salmon
populations. This will involve the assessment of genomic tools to allow quantification of
changes in wild populations due to changes in the selective landscape (i.e. disease, parasite, competition); as well as the estimation of effective population size of wild populations to allow declines in wild population size due to indirect effects to be quantified.
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ANNEX_3 ToR B: Genomic selection applied to aquaculture species
ToR b - Review and report on principles of and prospects for genomic selection applied to aquaculture species

Duration: 2–3 years
Deliverables: (a) Review Paper; (b) Sea-Food Production Brief; (c) Publication.

Genomic selection is a genome-wide marker-assisted selection method that caused a revolution in terrestrial animal and plant breeding in the last decade. Expected gains, such
as acceleration of breeding cycle, increase of accuracy of prediction of multi-trait performance, are particularly high for long-lived species. The development of high-throughput
SNP arrays for an increasing number of species now allows the potential implementation
of genomic selection in aquaculture. However, biological characteristics of most aquaculture species request specific optimization of genomic selection studied prior to their application for these species, as clearly demonstrated by simulation studies. Results are
promising as recent genome-wide association studies in different salmonid species have
concluded that genomic selection could efficiently contribute to improve disease resistance. The present ToR will introduce basic principles of genomic selection and the key
steps of its implementation in breeding programs. It will focus on current progresses and
prospects for aquaculture species and propose recommendations to facilitate its future
developments in these species.
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Aquaculture species for which is currently available a commercial SNP chip

Species

Reference

Salmo salar

Yanez et al. 2016; Houston et al. 2014

Oncorhynchus mykiss

Palti et al. 2015

Cyprinus carpio

Xu et al. 2014

Ictalurus punctatus; Ictalurus furcatus; Ameiurus nebulosus;
Ameiurus catus

Liu et al. 2014

Crassostrea gigas

Gutierrez et al. 2017; Qi et al. 2017

Ostrea edulis

Gutierrez et al. 2017

Gadus morhua

Illumina (reference in preparation)

Litopenaeus vannamei

Jones et al. 2017

Dicentrarchus labrax

Faggion et al. (in prep), Illumina iselect 3K
Allal et al. (in prep), Affymetrix Axiom 57K
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ANNEX_3 ToR C: Assess and report on the value of genetic and genomic
tools for identifying species in mixed landings, fish products and byproducts (Supporting the EU landing obligation)

ToR c - Assess and report on the value of genetic and genomic tools for identifying species in mixed
landings, fish products and by-products

Duration: 3 years.
Deliverables: a) Review Paper; b) ICES Viewpoint.

Mixed-species landings and the use of a mix of species in fish products continues to pose
a formidable challenge to fisheries control and enforcement as well as traceability along
the supply chain.
In light of the difficulties in monitoring mixed species landings and identifying species in
fish products and by-products we aim to elaborate whether genetic and genomic tools
can provide robust and cost-efficient support to determine species composition, also
quantitatively, and directly supporting fisheries management and policy needs.
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A timely and relevant example is the global attempt to develop and implement rules that
lead to the reduction of discards. Discarding is the rather common practice of returning
unwanted catches to the sea, either dead or alive, because they are undersized, due to
market demand, the fisherman has no quota or because catch composition rules impose
this. In Europe, the reform of the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) of 2013 aims at gradually eliminating this wasteful practice and seeks to phase in the implementation of the
landing obligation (“the discard ban”) from 2015 through to 2019 for all commercial fisheries (species under TACs, or under minimum sizes) in European waters and for European vessels fishing in the high seas.
The landing obligation requires all catches of regulated commercial species on-board to
be landed and counted against quota. These are species under TAC (Total Allowance
Catch, and so-called quotas) or, in the Mediterranean, species which have a minimum
landing size (MLS – under the Landing Obligation: minimum conservation reference
sizes (MCRS)). Undersized fish cannot be marketed for direct human con-sumption purposes whilst prohibited species cannot be retained on board and must be returned to the
sea. The discarding of prohibited species should be recorded in the logbook and forms an
important part of the science base for the monitoring of these species.
(https://ec.europa.eu/fisheries/cfp/fishing_rules).
It is generally acknowledged that the implementation of the landing obligation is a highly challenging and complex endeavour. For example, how can it be assured that no prohibited species have been landed and that undersized fish are in fact from the officially
reported species, given that in both cases the landed biomass tends to be immediately
processed for products that are not for direct human consumption? These potentially
mixed species samples are very difficult to identify once they have been processed, especially when considering products like fish oil and gelatine. Genetic and genomic methods
might help with the challenge of ensuring that these “by-products” only contain the undersized catches (or potentially non- commercial bycatch spe-cies) but no other, illegalto-land, species that might have been processed as “undersized, animal-by-products”.
If undersized commercial species need to be processed separated from bycatch species,
genetics tools might further help to test if this is in fact the case in a given situation or if
for example commercial species are being processed as “bycatch” to avoid overstepping a
quota. If both do not need to be processed separately, the relative proportion of them
within a product should be roughly according to their reported catch proportions. Focussing on, but not dealing with exclusively, we will elaborate whether genetic methods
might efficiently support the implementation of rules designed to reduce discards and
related control, monitoring and enforcement measures.
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ToR C. ANNEX_3.1 - The Norwegian discard ban

In Norway, a ban on discard was initiated in 1984 (Gullestad et al., 2015). The discard ban
of dead or dying cod and haddock came into force in 1987, and by 2008, a total of 18 fish
species were covered by the ban. In 2009, the old act relating to seawater fisheries was
replaced and an obligation to land all catch of fish (‘discard ban’) was made in general
form (Marine Resources Act[1]). After some adjustments the following years, in 2014 the
discard ban comprised approximately 55 fish species. The regulation related to sea waters fisheries lists the species for which the discard ban applies (for details see (Gullestad
et al., 2015)).
Norwegian discard ban:
•

The ban applies to dead or dying fish, viable fish can be released back to the
sea.

•

All catches of commercial species (with some exceptions) are landed and can
be sold through ordinary market outlets.

•

Presence and surveillance at sea is carried out by the Norwegian Coast Guard.

•

In the case of contravention of provisions, both the master of the vessel and the
owner may be fined (in extreme cases, the fishing licence may be withdrawn
for a period) and catches may be confiscated.

•

The discard ban was preceded by a program of real time closures (RTC) of
fishing areas which was developed from 1984 onwards.

•

The RTC system involves the continuous monitoring of fishing grounds by
trained inspectors on board chartered vessels: areas are closed when inspectors
register that catches of juvenile fish exceed a certain limit. In addition, fishers
are obliged to move fishing grounds if they observe excessive juvenile bycatch
in a haul.

[1] Act no. 37 of 6 June 2008 relating to the management of wild living marine resources.

http://app.uio.no/ub/ujur/oversatte-lover/data/lov-20080606–037-eng.pdf

ToR C. ANNEX_3.2 - Potential strategies for non-compliance and genetic testing
Reason

Problem

Potential Strategies

Genetics useful?

Legal

Catches exceed a quota

- labeled as different species which has: 1)
not fulfilled its quota yet, or 2) does not
have a quota

- YES, DNA barcoding

- processed (from simply beheading to fish
filet) and labeled as different species

- YES, DNA barcoding

- processed (or highly processed), mixed
with other species and species ID hidden

- YES*, DNA metabarcoding, ddPCR
(quantification)

- different catch area reported

- YES, SNPs/
microsatellites

- labeled as different species (unprocessed

- YES, DNA barcoding

Legal

Catches are below a
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minimum legal landing
size

Legal

Economic

Economic

Economic

Economic

Catches do not meet catch
composition rules cannot
be retained on board and
must be discarded

Catches comprise small
individuals of commercial
species that command
low prices
Catches are of poor
quality (e.g., damaged,
diseased, or not so fresh)

Catches include species of
low market value

Catches are of noncommercial species

or fileted)
- different catch area with larger minimum
landing size reported

- YES,
SNPs/microsatellites

- processed and legal size pretended

- NO

- if too much bycatch: processed all together
and higher proportion of target species
claimed

- YES, DNA (meta)barcoding, ddPCR

- if only or mostly juveniles of the target
species: processed and size hidden

- NO

- processed and size hiden

- NO

- processed and different species claimed

- YES, DNA barcoding

- processed and quality issues hidden

- NO

- if visibly diseased: obvious signs of
disease (e.g. parasites) removed and hidden

- YES

- labeled as different species

- YES, DNA barcoding

- processed and labeled as different species

- YES, DNA barcoding

- processed and mixed with other species

- YES, DNA metabarcoding, ddPCR

- labeled as different species

- YES, DNA barcoding

- processed and labeled as different species

- YES, DNA barcoding

- processed and mixed with other species

- YES, DNA metabarcoding, ddPCR

List of reasons for discarding and the underlying problems (adapted from Guillen et al. 2018), as well as
”strategies to cheat”, and an indication if and which genetic tools could be successfully applied. * For highly
processed products like fish oil validation studies will have to be carried out for species identification and
quantification.

ToR C. ANNEX_3.3 - Highly processed products and their analysis
Product

Species ID

Quantification

Future Prospects

Fish fingers, fish
cakes, surimi

YES, DNA metabarcoding

YES

Reference to be established.

Fish feed

YES, DNA metabarcoding

YES

Reference to be established.

Fish oil

MOST LIKELY, DNA
metabarcoding

MAYBE, has not
been done /

genetic database to allow the use of
microsatellite-based approaches for
the traceability of olive oil (Ben Ayed
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published

et al., 2016)

Canned fish

YES, DNA metabarcoding

YES

Reference to be established.

Dried/salted fish

YES, DNA metabarcoding

YES

Reference to be established.

ANNEX_3 ToR D: eDNA in Fisheries Management and Ecosystem Monitoring

ToR d - eDNA in Fisheries Management and Ecosystem Monitoring

Duration: 3 years.
Deliverables: (a) Review paper; (b) Non-technical review topic sheet.

Developments in the field of genetics have transformed our under-standing of the natural world. In a fisheries context among other things it has helped us identify species, define population structures, begin to understand the genetic basis of adaptive traits and
monitor adaptive population changes. Typically, such insights have been gained from
analysis of DNA obtained from tissue samples collected directly from individuals across
a study area. Additionally, the analysis of DNA through metabarcoding from a bulk
sample composed of a mixture of individuals of different zooplankton and/or macroinvertebrate species has enabled more cost-effective biodiversity assessments. Recently
however, a new source of DNA has begun to be used for analysis of macro species, socalled “environmental DNA” (eDNA), which relies on collection of DNA sloughed off
from tissue (e.g. skin, blood, faeces, mucous, eggs) into the natural environment. This
eDNA promises to revolutionise the examination of biodiversity in the wild by allowing
the detection larger organisms without needing to sample them and may be of particular
usefulness in the marine environment where traditional sampling is difficult to carry out.
A number of approaches using eDNA have been utilised already and/or are under development. These include species identification (especially useful for rare/cryptic/small individuals), community com-position, ecosystem monitoring, relative species abundance
and even attempts at absolute species abundance. In the aquatic environment such techniques have often been developed in freshwater ecosystems but are now beginning to be
utilised in the marine environment. As such there is a growing recognition that the use of
eDNA in the marine sphere may in the near future bring powerful new tools to the arsenal of the fishery manager and also allow new approaches to ecosystem monitoring.
However, there are also numerous caveats associated with eDNA approaches linked to
sampling strategies, DNA stability in different environments, analytical approaches etc.
that require expert attention to enable proper interpretation of study data. This ToR will
summarise the research to date, identify areas where tools are already available for use
and examine future developments whilst crucially seeking to also identify areas where
the use of the new approaches should be undertaken with care if at all. The ToR will also
try to produce a non-technical summary of the state of the field for direct dissemination
to fishery managers with little or no genetic background.
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Glossary of technical terms relating to eDNA
Term

Definition

Amplicon

A piece of DNA that is the source and/or product of
amplification or PCR replication events.

Barcodes

Specific gene fragments targeted for amplification and for
which there are databases which allow matches of individual
sequences to species identifiers.

Barcoding

The taxonomic identification of a species based on single
specimen sequencing of diagnostic barcoding markers

Benthic

Benthic refers to the lowest region of a water body, including
the surface and the first layers of the seabed.

Biodiversity

The makeup of all organisms (number and types) of that exist
in a particular ecosystem.

Bioinformatic pipeline

The combining of processes/functions to go from raw
sequence reads to quality filtered final data for analysis (e.g.
list of species present).

Biomonitoring

The monitoring of the biological composition and/or
characteristics of a particular area.

Cryptic species

A group of closely related species that are very similar in
appearance to the point that the boundaries between them are
often unclear and hard to identify using traditional methods.

ddPCR

Digital Droplet PCR refers to a technique that allows
identification and quantification of species-specific DNA in a
sample

DNA Amplification

The copying millions of times of a specific area of interest
within the genome.

DNA library

A collection of DNA fragments to be sequenced

DNA Sequence

The succession of letters that indicate the order of nucleotides
within a DNA molecule (composed of ATCG).

DNA Sequencing

The process of reading a sequence of DNA such that its
genetic sequence is determined.

Environmental DNA (eDNA)

eDNA refers to DNA deposited in the environment through
substances such as faeces, mucus, gametes, shed skin,
carcasses and hair etc. This can be collected in environmental
samples (e.g. water, sediment) and used to identify the
organisms that it originated from.

False negative

Missed detection of a species when it is in reality present in
the sample

False positive

Incorrect detection of a species when it is in reality absent

High Throughput Sequencing

Techniques which allow simultaneous sequencing of
thousands/millions of sequences.

Metabarcoding

Metabarcoding is a rapid method of biodiversity assessment
that combines two technologies: DNA based identification
and high-throughput DNA sequencing. It uses universal PCR
primers to mass-amplify DNA Barcode genes from eDNA.
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The PCR product is sent to a next generation sequencer with
the resulting amplicon sequences being matched to databases
to allow multiple species identification.
Molecular Operational Taxonomic
Unit (MOTU)

Groups of sequences identified and grouped using certain
similarity thresholds. MOTUs are thus proxies for "species" at
different taxonomic levels, in the absence of traditional
systems of biological classification.

Molecular tag

A short DNA sequence (~6–8 bp) joined to amplicons that
individually labels the sample to allow for multiplexing (may
be referred to as an index barcode)

Multiplexing

The procedure by which individual samples are tagged with
unique identifiers to allow them to be combined in a single
sequencing run.

Next Generation Sequencing (NGS)

Technology developed in the 2000s that produces millions of
DNA sequences in parallel at the same time. Various different
technologies exist to do this. Also known as high-throughput
or parallel sequencing.

PCR Primers

Short sections of DNA which the researcher adds to the PCR
reaction and which attach at either end of a DNA section of
interest providing templates for the PCR amplification of this
region.

Pelagic

The water column of an open water body.

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)

A process by which millions of copies of a particular DNA
segment are produced through a series of heating and cooling
steps and the utilisation of the DNA replication enzyme DNA
polymerase (e.g. Taq polymerase).

Quantitative PCR (qPCR)

A PCR reaction incorporating a coloured dye that fluoresces
during amplification, allowing a machine to track the
progress of the reaction in real-time. Often used with speciesspecific Primers where detection of amplification is used to
infer presence of the target species’ DNA in the sample. The
degree of fluorescence can also be used to quantify the
abundance of DNA in the sample. Sometimes also known as
Real-time PCR.

Sequencing reads

The sequence of a cluster that is obtained after the end of the
sequencing process which is ultimately the sequence of a
section of a unique fragment
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